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Grape variety: 100% Sauvignon

Alcohol content: 13.5% vol.

Temperature for serving: 10- 11 °C. Serve in a stem glass, not too 
wide and with a flared mouth.

Tasting notes: the 2013 vintage is seductive. Straw yellow colour with 
greenish tints and intensely crystalline. The fruity and varietal 
fragrances are extensive, interesting and complex: hints of 
elderflower and pleasant citrus notes, combined with aromas of sage 
and hints of boxwood with a subtle scent of tomato leaf and a finish 
reminiscent of geranium. Gradually one gets peach aromas and 
those of pasta bianca and lychees. In the mouth, it has character and 
structure, it’s persistent and harmonious. Its high acidity confers an 
interesting freshness to the wine.It is a wine that will age well.

Serving suggestions: excellent with sea-bass or bream, shellfish and 
seafood. It goes very well also with delicate risottos and first courses, 
and with a simple plate of spaghetti with tomato sauce, maybe 
confit,it’s a match made in heaven.

Country: Italy
Region: Collio

AB Sku: 775388 
Case: 6/750 mL

BC Sku: 85423
Spec

 2014 Sauvignon Blanc

The Tiare winery spreads out over 10 hectares of vineyards covering two of the most 
interesting areas of Friuli Venezia Giulia: Collio and the Isonzo. The white wines are 
produced in Collio, for its marl soil and a microclimate exceptionally suitable for the 

production of Whites. The winery produces an average of 100, 000 bottles a year.

6/750 mL     AB SKU +775389     

Grape variety: 100% Friulano

Straw color with golden highlights 
and a citrusy scent , accompanied by 
hints of flowers dried fruit . The flavor 
is full -bodied , dry and harmonious .

6/750 mL  AB SKU +775390      

Grape variety: 100% Ribolla Gialla

Straw color and lively fruity and 
pleasant . The taste is lively and 

balanced with excellent flavor .

6/750 mL     AB SKU +775391      

Grape variety: 100% Sauvignon

Intense yellow color , fine and intense 
bouquet reminiscent of the elder and 

the mango .

2014 Tiare Friulano 2014 Tiare Ribolla Gialla 2014 Tiare Empire Sauvignon 


